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Abstract-The aim of the present paper is to formulate a thermodynamic field theory 
in discontinuous media from which we can deduce all relevant interfacial relations. To 
give light into the theoretical investigations, we consider a mixture of chemically 
reacting fluids in an interface. The surface of the interface has an arbitrary smooth 
shape which is closed and dependent on time. This interface can be considered as a 
model for a membrane. The interface is influenced by an external force field and a 
radiation field. We study heat exchange and material exchange of this membrane with 
the bulk fluids. We discuss field equations, namely, a system of first-order differential 
equations and give a systematic investigation for constitutive equations of nonviscous 
fluids. Moreover, we discuss the transformation properties in space and on surfaces of 
the constitutive equations of interfaces. From the representation theorem we obtain 
isotropic representations for the constitutive equations. In pat? II, our main object is 
concentrated to such thermodynamic processes which do not violate the entropy 
principle on interfaces. We give a rigorous discussion of the entropy inequality and the 
constitutive equations. 
1. INTROBUCTION 
We study some thermodynamic features of the fluid like behaviour of an interface. This 
is of some interest for biological membranes, namely cell membranes. Many, if not all, 
biological membranes involve lipid bilayers as one of the structural features [l]. Such 
membranes like lipid bilayers are composed of proteins and lipids. In a first approach, 
we ignore the presence of proteins which destroy the local homogenity. We assume a film of 
proteins homogeneously distributed on the lipids. The smooth contours of biological and 
bilayers vesicles observed in electron microscopy suggest that the membranes are 
two-dimensional fluids [2]. 
Our main interest is concentrated to formulate a thermodynamical field theory for 
discontinuous media with respect to the applications of mixtures of fluids in two 
dimensions for membranes. The foundation of thermodynamics today are field theoreti- 
cal concepts. We can start for the thermodynamics as field theory with a Lagrange- 
functional from which Anthony [31 can deduce all balance and constitutive equations by 
using Noether’s theorem. In contrast to this theory we can start with the balance 
equations which together with the constitutive equations yield field equations for the 
thermodynamical fields. The first way is very fundamental and the interested reader is 
referred to Ref. 3. The second way for fluids in three dimensions is described in Ref. 4 
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and we want to give a formulation in two dimensions, namely, on cui’ve$ interfaces. In 
the second way, the constitutive equations must b.e established by further assumptions 
with respect to the material which we want to consider. Therefore the formulation of 
constitutive equations for physical relevant processes plays the central roll in part I of 
this investigation. 
To discuss the nonequilibrium behaviour of interfaces, sever.al authors [5-S] start with 
the Gibbs equation and combine this equation with the balance equations. In our 
approach, the Gibbs equation on curved interfaces follows as a logical consequence from 
an entropy inequality. 
In the present paper, we investigate a semipermeable interface and study ther- 
modynamic processes as well as the nonequilibrium behaviour of an interface. We do 
not postulate the Gibbs equation on interfaces, but we show that this equation follows 
from a rigorous approach. We investigate thermodynamic processes on the interface 
which do not violate the physical assumption that the production of entropy in the 
surface is an increasing quantity. In a special thermodynamic process, namely, in the 
equilibrium, this quantity is equal to zero (its minimum value). This ph;lsical assumption 
is a restriction to physically thermodynamic processes and from this we derive the Gibbs 
equation on curved surfaces and other relations. Let us now specify the features of our 
approach. 
We investigate a mixture of chemically reacting fluids in an interface between 
mixtures of fluids. The interface has thermodynamic and mechanical properties. Fur- 
thermore, this interface has an arbitrary shape and we assume that this shape is 
dependent on time. In addition, this interface is influenced by an external force field and 
radiation field. In this investigation we assume that this interface separates two different 
mixtures of fluids. The nonviscous fluids in the interface as well as in the adjacent bulk 
phases are heat conductive. We assume that the interface is semipermeable and consider 
the interface as a semipermeable.membrane which is in heat exchange and in material 
exchange with the fluids in the bulk phases. 
For the mixture of fluids in the semipermeable interface, we discuss time depen- 
dent geometrical properties in Sec. 2.1. The thermodynamic fields are characterized in 
Sec. 2,2. In Sec. 2.3, we give a generalization of the balance equations which we derived 
in a previous paper [9]. This balance equations can be considered as a system of 
boundary conditions for various thermodynamic problems. In Sec. 3, we investigate 
constitutive equations which are isotropic representations with respect to Euclidean 
transformations and transformations of the surface parameter. In Sec. 4, we give a 
conclusion of part I and an outlook of part II. 
2. MEMBRANE MODEL 
We consider an interface as a mathematical model for a membrane. This interface has 
mass densities, energy density, entropy density, production densities, and velocity fields 
on the surface. The mechanical behaviour of the interface shall be characterized by the 
surface tension of the fluids in the interface. These are the main properties which 
characterize the membrane model. 
2.1 Surface kinematics 
In this section, we give a short summary of the differential geometry on surfaces in 
the Euclidean space E3. Most of the results given here are known, our presentation 
follows the work of Aris [lo] and others [ll, 12, 131. For the differential geometry of 
particles in a material surface, like as in the shell theory, we refer to Ref. 14. We 
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consider a smooth surface 
s(t): xi = x’(u’, Ii*, t), (1) 
where u’, u* are the surface coordinates. A vector in E3 is given by P = x’a’, where i = 1, 
2, 3, and ai are arbitrary basic vectors in E3. Throughout we use summation convention. 
For the partial and covariant derivatives with respect to u’, u* we use comma and 
semicolon, respectively. 
At a point P(u’, u*, t) on S(t) there holds 
eiei = 1 and xfAei = 0, (2) 
where A = 1, 2 and xfA:= ,?,A~i(u’s u2, t) are the tangential vectors which lie on the 
tangent plane through P(u*, u2, t). The square of length of arc on S(t) is given by 
fl (ds)* = gAa duA du , 
where gAa := xIAxi~ is the metric tensor. According to Eq. (1) the surface quantities like 
the metric tensor, the curvature tensor b kB : = -XI,&, and the interfacial fields are time 
dependent. Furthermore, the invariants of b Aa are time dependent, namely the mean 
curvature KM = 0.5 tr by = 0.5bi and the Gaussian curvature Kc = det(b$). For the 
derivatives of KY and Kc with respect t.o bAB we have 
aKM _ - - 0.5&a 
ah 
and aKG G= 2KtiM - b AB. 
If the time progresses the velocity of a point xi on the surface is taken to fixed 
surface coordinates u’ and u’, it is the velocity of the surface displacement [15, 16, 171. 
A slightly different definition of the surface velocity of a material particle is given by 
Lindsay and Straughan [18] and further details the interested reader is referred to Ref. 
19. The velocity of the surface displacement is given by 
atxi(ul, Use t) = y(u’, u2, t)e’, 
where y is the valued of the velocity perpendicular to the surface and n denotes the 
abbreviation normal. Now we compute some time derivatives on a surface point. We 
obtain 
&$A= ., WAd - Wb:dB 
n 1 9 
a,ei = - jf’.& ABX :B 7
and 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
where ur and u* are held constant. 
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A surface particle is labelled by material coordinates U* = LJ*(u’, uzl t), where A = 1, 
2, and its position on the surface at time t is given by uA = uA(LJ’, U’, t), where A = 1, 2. 
wA(u’, u*, t) is the velocity field of surface particles tangential to the surface. These 
velocities are given by the derivative with respect to time t 
(10) 
where UA is held constant and T denotes the abbreviation tangential. 
From Eqs. (4) and (10) we conclude that the velocity field wi of a surface particle 
in space has two parts, namely, the velocity yei perpendicular to the surface and the 
velocity wAx fA tangential to the surface. We have i 
where 
Wi := &Xi ["A, y = wiei and \tp = gABx$wi. 
(11) 
tlla) 
According to Eq. (11) the components b’ of a spatial vector b which are defined on 
the surface can be decomposed in components parallel to ei and xb. We write 
b’ = iei + i*xfA, (12) 
where b’, (r and F” are defined analogous to Eqs. (lla). 
2.2 Thermodynamic fields 
If we know the thermodynamic fields in each point in the interface as well as on each 
point in the bulk phases then the thermodynamic behaviour in each point in E3 is known 
[3,4, 9, 19, 201. All other thermodynamic or thermomechanical quantities can be derived 
from the basic fields. Therefore, we must compute these fields. 
Inside of the membrane in the region R- there we assume a mixture of ~1 fluids and 
outside of the membrane in the region R+ there we have a mixture of u fluids. On the 
surface there exists a mixture of X fluids (see Fig. 1). Let us characterize the quantities 
in R+ with the sign + and in R- with the sign -. Quantities which are defined on the 
surface are labelled by S. We assume heat conductive nonviscous fluids in the bulk 
phases R+ and R- as well as for the fluids of the membrane. 
Now we study the thermodynamic properties of this membrane model. To do so we 
calculate the fields of the density, velocity, and temperature for each constituent of the 
mixture as a function of the particle variable and time. Furthermore, we assume that 
each constituent in the mixture has equal temperature and that this temperature is equal 
to the temperature of the mixture. The temperature 6+ and &. of the bulk phases are 
different of each other and different of the temperature 19s of the membrane. 
For the fluids with the material properties a in the region R+(t) outside of the surface 
S(t) we have to calculate 4v + 1 fields and 41.~ + 1 fields for the fluids with the material 
properties p in the bulk phase in the region R-(t), namely, the partial densities p&x’, t), 
partial velocities ui(x’, t), temperature 8+(xi, t), and partial densities P&C’, t), partial 
velocities uB(x’, t), temperature IY-(X’, t)7 respectively. 
We do not here discuss the thermodynamic theory for the bulk fluids, namely the 
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R+: mixture of 3 fluids 
@=I...9 
8-c rnixfure of p fluids 
(3=9.-p, 
S(t) : mixture of A fluidS 
8= 1”“. ;i 
Fig. 1. Shows an area of the chemically active interface between two mixtures of fluids in the bulk phases 
R’(t) and R-(t). In general S(t) is closed and, therefore, we have an interior region R- inside of the interface 
and an exterior region R+ outside of the interface. Let us consider such a system with a free interface as a 
model for biological membranes. The quantity w’ek is the normal part of the velocity field wk on the surface in 
the point P(u’, u*, t). 
balance and constitutive equations and their transformation properties as well as 
relevant properties as the density of the mixture,‘ the velocity of the mixture, the 
diffusion velocity and the relative velocity of the mixture for bulk fluids w,e refer the 
interested reader to Ref. 4. 
For the mixture of A fluids of the membrane we have to calculate 4X + 1 fields as 
functions of the surface parameters u19 U* and the time t, namely, 
partial densities ~~(u”, u*, b), 
partial velocities w&u’, u*, 6), 
temperature 6&‘, u*, t). 
The A fluids in the membrane are characterized by the material properties 8. Let us 
define the density of the mixture, the velocity of the mixture, the diffusive velocity and 
the relative velocity by 
vi= w:,-wk, (15) 
w:=w:-w:, 6=lr..A-1. (116) 
We assume that the material of one fluid with the density yA is homogeneous 
distributed on the surface S(6). Let us assume that p# Y holds and that the interface is 
permeable for A - 1 fluids so that II, Y > A - 1. 
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2.3 Balance equations for the membrane 
As described before we consider a semipermeable membrane which is material for 
particles of the density yA and not material for ye, 6 = I . . . X - 1. Therefore the situation 
here is contrary to that in the shell theory of the elastodynamics [14], where we consider 
only material particles and no connection with the materials interior or exterior the shell. 
The balance equations which we know from the shell theory must be specialized for 
thickness 6 -+O and completed by convective transport terms [lo, 19, 201 because the 
membrane shall be in material exchange with the bulk phases. Therefore, we have 
derived balance equations by using similar arguments as in Refs. 10, 11, 17 and in a 
previous paper [9] where we used the pill box arguments which are well. known in 
electrodynamics [21]. We obtain the balance of mass, the balance of momentum, and the 
balance of energy in the following form: 
&ya - 2r~K~y~ + (y@);A + [&I$ - wi)ej] = ~6, 
a,(y,w~)-Z~~K~~w::+(y~wf~B- T~):,+[pv~(v~- wi)ej- t!je’] = mi+ y8Fi, 
(17) 
&ys(sE~ + (0.5)~~) - 29LystsE~ + O.Sw;)+ (y&Es + O.Sw&$ - TiAw! + @);A 
+ [p&e, + O.Sv,%ub - wi)ej - t:v!$j+ qbej] = es + y&w!+ yssr8, 
by a slight generalization of the equation in [93. The quantity yAei is the velocity field 
perpendicular to the interface and KM(t) is the mean curvature of the surface S(t). 
We denote the jump of the quantity 4 across S(t) by [$I] = I,!J’- IJI-. Both 4’ and Ji- 
are the limit values of 4(x’, t) on the surface as xi from the region R+ or the region R- 
approach& a point xi(u’, u*, t) on the surface. 
In the jump terms, u takes on different values on each side of the membrane, namely 
v values in the bulk phase in R+ and ~1 values in the bulk phase in R-. 
Fi are the components of the force density of an external field like gravitation, where 
k = 1,2,3. These components of the force density act on the particle !: in the membrane. 
In other words, y[F: is the force which acts on the fluid particle of the constituent 5 in 
the membrane. We assume that the force density is a known function of the surface 
parameters u ‘, u* and the time t. F:(u’, u*, t) is a vector-valued quantity. St-< is the 
radiation density from the outsize of the membrane system which acts on the fluid 
particle 5 in the membrane. The radiation density is a supply of the internal energy due 
to radiation. We consider the radiation density as a known function of the surface 
parameters u’, u* and the time t. 
IQ is the production of mass in the membrane due to chemical reactions and 
consequently we have one part of the interaction force and a production of energy due 
to chemical reactions. Another part of the interaction force is a molecular friction part. 
Let us characterize the interaction force between the constituents 5 by m: and ec shall 
be the production of energy due to the exchange of energy between the constituents 5. 
Mass, momentum, and energy of the mixture in the interface must be conserved, 
therefore, it holds 
Let us assume that the number of independent productions of mass are less than A. 
The numbers 5: are called stoichiometric coefficients and they specify how many 
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molecules of the mass ms are created in the reaction r. We require that the mass is a 
quantity of conservation in each reaction r = 1 . . . n. Therefore, there are n equations 
for n independent chemical reactions. Hence 
With respect to the fact that in each reaction I it is possible that a certain constituent 
can be produced or destroyed, we introduce the quantity z, as a quantity which depends 
on the material of the membrane. For the production of mass in the reaction p we have 
In the mixture, it holds 
In the following investigations we consider the quantities zp as quantities which depend 
on the thermodynamic fields of the membrane and the curvature properties (Sec. 3). 
We define the stress on the surface T lrA, the internal energy Es, the heat flux p, the 
specific surface force rFk and the specific supply of internal energy yrs of the mixture in 
an interfacial region as follows: 
(21) 
where 
are the tangential components of U 5 of the diffusive motion of the fluid constituent S 
and 
A 
z, r*IJaus’ is the momentum flux, 
$, 0.5rJJ: is the kinetic energy, 
2, TGWU:: is the stress power, 
2, ys(sEs + O.SU:)$ is the flux of kinetic energy. 
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The TV*, es, q$ denote the material dependent parts with respect to the material which we 
7 
want to discuss. 
With respect to the definitions (2.20), the equations of balance for the mixture of 
fluids in the interface are given by 
‘%y - 23Y&7 + (yy*);/, + [p(d - wi,)e’] = 0, 
(26) 
ary(Es + 0.5~‘) - 2@&y(Es + 0.5~‘) + (y(Es + 0.5~‘)~~ + TkAwk + p);/, 
+ [P(E +OSu*)(d + wi)ej - tkjukei + qjej] = yFkwk + yrs. 
For the balance of the internal energy we find 
&(yEs) - Z~J&yEs + (yEyA + @;A - T”wt.4 
+ [P(E + OS(d - wky)(v’ - wi)e’ + qje’ - tki(uk - wk)ej] = yrs. (27) 
For the exploitation of the entropy principle in part II it is suitable to decompose the 
balance of momentum parallel to ek and x5. We obtain 
and 
3. CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS FOR NONVISCOUS FLUIDS IN AN 
INTERFACE 
For the determination of the 4X + 1 surface fields (Sec. 2.2) we have 4A + 1 balance 
equations, namely, 
&(ysw!) - 2y&mw! + (ysw:$ - Tp);A + [p,ul(ub- wi)ej - tf$ej] = rnt + y&F:, 
(30) 
MY&) - ~~AKMYES + (ysEsy* + $J’);A - T’*w!A 
A A 
+[p(~+oS(u~- wk)*)(u’-w:)ej+q’ej- tkj(uk- wk)ei]= 2 yssr8+C y#iUi. 
S=l S=I 
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This system of partial differential equations does not represent field equations. We obtain 
field equations if the balance equations (partial differential equations) are supplemented by 
constitutive equations. The constitutive equations relate the quantities 
to the surface fields ys(u’, Use t), w!<u’, u*, t) and IMU’, u*, t). At this time we do not 
assume that the quantity z, and rn! depend on bulk fields. 
Furthermore, we need constitutive equations for the jump terms which will be 
discussed in part II. The jump terms contain fields of the bulk phases on S(t) and 
constitutive quantities t!$; E and q’ which depend on the bulk fields p,(x’, t)9 uh(x’, tJ 
B+(xi, t), pe(xi, t), vk(xi, t) and 9-(x’, t). Now we formulate constitutive equations for the 
quantities zn es, q& rn! and Tp. We assume that the constitutive quantities zr _ . . TtA on 
P(u’, u*, t) of S(t) depend on the values of the quantities JQ(M’, Ups t), w!(u’, u*, 9), 
&(u’, u*, t) and on the density gradients y~,~(u’~ uz9 b) and on the temperature gradient 
$&(u’, Use t)_ These quantities can be considered as set of variables which characterizes 
the nonviscous fluids on the surface and only such fluids are considered. 
We assume that the list of variables of the constitutive quantities on the curved 
surface S(t) additional contains geometrical variables, namely, the normal vector eL9 the 
surface vectors _%!A, and the derivative of the normal vector e!A with respect to the 
surface parameters u’, u* and time 1. With the geometrical variables and combinations of 
these variables we characterize the curvature properties of the surface [lo]. We write the 
functional dependence of the constitutive relations on the surface in the form 
(32) 
where we have used the abbreviation F for a certain quantity (31). 
Let us assume that the force field Fi and the radiation field arc are known functions of 
the pair of numbers u19 u* and time f. The force field Fi is a vector-valued quantity. The 
supply of internal energy srL by a radiation field is a scalar-valued quantity. 
With the constitutive equations and expressions for the external force field and 
radiation field, we obtain a closed system of equations which are called field equations 
from which we can calculate the 4A + 1 surface fields. We call each solution of these 
field equations a thermodynamic process on the surface for the given constitutive 
equations. 
If we know the constitutive equations in the whole range of their variables on the 
surface, the solution of the field equations would be the problem. Generally, we do not 
know the dependence of the material in the whole range of their variables for the 
considered material. 
In the fol;lowing, we are interested in restricting the constitutive relations for the 
interface by additional assumptions. To do that, we require frame indifference of the 
constitutive relations with respect to Euclidean transformations. This means that the 
constitutive relations for the interface are invariant in form under a change of frame. 
Furthermore, we require that the constitutive relations are invariant in form under 
transformation of the surface parameter. We obtain further restrictions for the con- 
stitutive relations from an entropy principle on interfaces which we obtain from an 
entropy principle of Miiller [4]. This entropy principle on interfaces is applied to a 
mixture of A fluids in the interface. For these considerations we need the balance 
equation for the specific surface entropy qs and constitutive equations for the jump 
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terms on each side of the interface. Furthermore, we need constitutive equations for the 
specific entropy 7)s and the entropy flux @$ on the interface. We accept equipresence for 
the constitutive relations 7)s and @$ with respect to the representation (32). 
3.1 Transformation properties by a change of frame 
Now we investigate the thermodynamic fields, the geometric variables and the 
constitutive relations z,, es, qs, qp, a,$, rn& and ‘I’? with respect to Euclidean trans- 
formations. We consider the Euckdean transformation 
f’ = Q’i(t)x’ + c’(t), (33) 
which relates two frames f’ and xi0 The quantity c’ is a time dependent vector which 
relates the two origins of the frames and Q”(t) describes the rotation of the frame. It is 
Q-‘” = QF for all times t and det(Q”) = 1. The components T”I...“~ of a tensor-valued 
quantity T has the components Fm~...mk in the transformed system. The components are 
related by the formula 
Tml...mk aa”’ %frn’ = _. . . . . ax T”‘...“k = Q”‘“‘. . . . . QmknkT"I..."k 
f3X"' (34) 
according to the rule (33). If we transform quantities on the surface, namely, a scalar 
s(u’, ul, t) or components of a vector u’(u’, u’, t) or components of a tensor t”(u’, u*, t) 
we obtain 
f = s, iji = Q’$,i 
-.. 
and t” = QikQj$kf (35) 
according to the rule (34) and shall call s an objective scalar, ui an objective vector, and 
tij an objective tensor. 
From the transformation (33) we conclude that the tangential vector is an objective 
vector. We have 
ff = Qii&. (36) 
We assume 
(37) 
and conclude that the derivative of the normal vector to the surface with respect to the 
surface parameter u’, u* is an objective vector, this means 
PIA = Qiie!+ (38) 
From these considerations it follows that 
F?AB = gA& gAl3 = bm R, = K.w & = t&j. (39) 
We assume that holds 
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If we use the transformation (36), we obtain 
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We can prove that the velocity wi is not an objective vector, but the relative velocity 
w:= w! - w: is an objective vector. We assume that the stress on the surface TiA and 
the interaction force rnb are objective vectors. We have 
From the condition that the moment of momentum must be conserved we conclude 
that holds 
$,Tf=O and TtA=TtB. (43) 
We fulfill the first condition by the assumption that each constituent of the normal stress 
is zero. Thus, T$ = 0, where 6 = 1. . o A. With respect to the transformation rule (36) and 
(37), we have 
y8 = FS, y = $9 f%A = y&4, 
whereS=l...A-1, 
where 6 = 1,. ~ . A. The quantities (44) fulfill the transfdrmation rule (35a) for ‘objective 
scalars. 
3.2 Material objectivity in space 
We have shown that the constitutive quantities z, 43, qs, r$, q$, cP$, and TfA are 
transformable like objective scalars with respect to the transformation rule (3Sa). For the 
time being, we use the abbreviation ): for the list of variables of E The variables of the 
scalar-valued function are objective scalars and objective vectors, namely, ys, %S y&A, 
bs,A, and W”,, x:, el’, ef., respectiVely. We have 
in 
F = F(y& %S, %,A, &,A, wt, xt.4, ek3 efd- (45) 
The material objectivity in space requires that the constitutive relations are invariant 
form under transformation (33). Therefore, we must require 
P(Z) = P(2) (46) 
for a scalar-valued function F. We can write 
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From this functional equation, we obtain a representation for F. For that, we consider 
only such variables and combinations of such variables so that F can be represented as a 
scalar-valued function. We have the following independent product 
x:Ax:B = gAi?, -$,@$ = bAB, 
(48) 
WbX!A = w; w 8. n 
We do not consider combinations of variables which yield nonlinear terms in the list 
of variables of I? We have 
F = &a, && y&A, &,A, y8, yip gAB, bAB). (49) 
3.2.1. Physical restrictions of the surface functions 
The surface functions 2,. . _ ‘f’FA are objective scalar-valued functions with respect to 
the transformation (35a). On the surface they are scalar-valued, vector-valued, and 
tensor-valued functions. The number of arguments can be reduced for the scalar-valued 
and tensor-valued surface functions. We assume that X, & qs, the intrinsic part of the 
stress ?BA and the partial stress ?‘f on the surface are not dependent of the density 
gradients Y~,A, the tempeiature gradients 19 $A and the relative velocities y8 and Wi, I 
according to the thermodynamics of mixtures of nonviscous fluids in three dimensions 
v91. 
We assume that the constitutive functions $, @ and &$ do not depend on the 
relative velocity y6_ Furthermore, we assume, that tie interaction force $ir between the 
membrane particles normal to the surface does 
and gs,A as well as of the relative velocity $. 
3.2.2. Physically reduced constitutive relations 
This physical assumptions motivate us to 
not depend on the surface gradients %,A 
consider constitutive relations for the 
mixture of inviscid fluids in the following reduced form 
zr = fr(%, “k, gAB, bABh 
ES = %3/s, ass, gAB, bAB), 
7)s = Mrst 8.~9 em bAd, 
T? = F!Ah 8s~ gAB, bAB), 
$ = &(% %, 78. AT ‘h. A, ycfi, gAB, bAd, 
7 
‘p: = @h, *Ss, YS, AI +S, A, yi, gAB, bAB)- 
WV 
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3.3 Transformation properties by a change of the surface parameters 
Let 
U A = &ii’, ii*) 
be a transformation of the surface parameter and let 
ki* = fiE(u’, u’) 
29 
(51) 
be the inverse transformation, where A, B = {1,2}. The functions up\ are called 
miscible parameter transformation, if they together with the function uB (given by 
inverse transformation) are differentiable in the following sense. Let us denote 
partial derivative &/XiB by hi. From Eq. (51) we obtain 
ad- 
the 
the 
A 
duA = sdg’ 
or 
duA = h$ diiC, (52) 
where det(h$) Z 0 holds. 
h:‘ch$ = SE, (53) 
where SE is the Kronecker symbol. We shall call a scalar s, a vector VA and a tensor kAB on 
the surface objective under parameter transformation, if 
g_.= S, GA = h;os, and TM = h$hskon. W) 
If we transform the square of length of arc given by Eq. (52) with respect to the 
transformation rule (52) we obtain 
(ds)* = gch dgC dPD. (55) 
The metric tensor gAB is an objective tensor according to the rule (54). The scalar 
invariants of bAB, namely, the mean curvature KM and the Gaussian curvature %gd are 
objective scalars according to the rule (54). 
We assume that the density, the temperature, the internal energy and the specific 
entropy on the surface are objective scalars. Therefore, 
%i = ‘ya, 6s = Ss, b = es, +is = Qs. (56) 
The surface gradients of the density and the temperature are objective surface 
vectors according to the transformation rule (52). Hence 
(57) 
Finally, we assume that the covariant velocity on the surface is an objective quantity. 
Therefore, we can write 
y: = h:W;o (581 7 
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3.4 Material objectivity on surfaces 
The objectivity on surfaces requires that the constitutive functions are invariant 
under the transformation (51) of the surface parameters. Let us consider cp as a 
constitutive function which depends on a scalar s, a covariant vector VA and a covariant 
tensor tABq q and q are the values of this function in the system of parameters ul, u* and 
P’, ii*, respectively. Invariance of the constitutive function 9 requires 
VP=+, (59) 
where * = cp(S, VA, tAB) and ‘?! = cp(s, CA, ?A,). 
If q is a vector-valued or a tensor-valued quantity, we shall have to transform q 
according to the transformation rule for contravariant surface quantities. 
we are able to formulate the functional dependence of the constitutive quantities. We 
find 
t(rst +k, gAB. bAB) = %ysys, as, h%ikm h~hfbci~lr 
&(Ys, as, gAB, bAB) = b(ys, as, h%fgm, h%&d, 
iis(7/s,% gAB,bAB)=iis(YS,~sS,hAGh~gGH,hAGh~bGH), 
hsiKhAiL~'SBA(7/s,gs,gM,bAB)= i;~L(ys,~s,h~h~g~~,h~h~b~~)r 
h i’K$;h ass, Ys, A, 6s. A, y/t, gzm bAd (61) 
, 
= $!(Ys, ass, hzYa,B, h!%,B, h.f:$, hXh;goH, hzhfbm), . 
hi’K4&*, as, %,A, ‘%,A, $, gAB, bAB) 
7 
= @<~a, fissl hiytm h:&,s, h::yii, h%iki,, h~h;bm), 
hA’K6$(ys, 6% -)%,A, &,A. wi, gAB, bAB) 
T 
= @~(Ys, *ss, &,B, h%,B, hi?;, hgh&iH, h:h!bd, 
The scalar-valued functions 5, Zs, es, r$ and the tensor-valued function FfA depend on 
surface scalars and surface tensors and the vector-valued functions rii:, & and &$ 
depend on surface scalars, surface vectors, and surface tensors. Th: scilar-valued 
functions depend only on the scalar-valued quantities, namely, yr, 19s and the scalar 
invariants KM and KG (see Sec. 2.1). Products and multiple products of the scalar-valued 
quantities are neglected. The tensor-valued functions shall depend only on the surface 
tensors gAB and bAB. The vector-valued functions shall depend on SUrfaCe VeCtOrS and 
combinations of surface quantities which yield contravariant surface vectors. Let us 
restrict the representation for the contravariant quantities riif, 46 and 6: to functions 
which are linear in the quantities Y[,A, 6,A and $. We obtain the following representations: 
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ES = GS(Y[, 6s KM, KG) 
qs = ;istyr, 6s KM, KG), 
@B(yl, as, gAB, bAB) = -u . gAB + T . bAB, 
‘?AB(yr, 6s9 gAB, bAB) = - ~6 . gAB -k TS . bAB, 
which are compatible with the condition (62), where 
u = t?(y<, 19s KM, KG), T = 5ty<, 6s KM, KG), 
us = c%tyr, 8sKM, KG), rs = &yL, as, KM, KG) and S, 5 = I ~ D . A. 
We call the scalar coefficients c and us “surface tension” (surface tension coefficient), the 
scalar coefficients r and TV “surface tension of curvature.” 
d$(y*. . . bAB) = 1$1 +P:~ - 7S.B +*z; W’t\B=yi3 + gAB . %,B- 
The scalar coefficients M$ in Eq. (63a) are functions of the density yc, the surface 
temperature 6~ the mean curvature K ,,, and the Gaussian curvature KG. The tensor- 
valued coefficients in Eq. (63) are defined as follows: 
M;B=~~ -gAB+& ~ bAB, 
Q *B=qegAB+,+AB, 
cp AB "9'g AB+t.b*B, 
aMss 
*L,~.g*B+,++bAB1 
Jr 
**=r6.gA"+f+6~ bAB, 
where A = (y, W), r = (Q, cp) and the scalar-valued quantities mg . . ~ t$h are functions of 
YS, *a KM, and KG. 
Since the momentum in the mixture is a quantity of conservation, therefore, we 
conclude from the condition (18b) that 
and i fig -0 
6=1 n (63) 
for the components of the interaction force which are parallel to x!A and ek9 respectively. 
The conditions (63) are restrictions for the coefficients in the constitutive equations 
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fit and ti8. We have 7 n 
where(=l...h-1. 
4. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 
In this part of the paper we have studied a two-dimensional mixture of chemically 
reacting fluids. We have given a rigorous approach to constitutive equations for heat 
conducting fluids in curved interfaces by studying of the transformation properties. 
Furthermore, we have given representations for the constitutive equations which 
together with the set of partial differential equations of the first order in the time 
derivatives give field equations. The mathematical problem is now to give solutions for 
some physical problems on interfaces. For doing that we remark that the representations 
for the constitutive equations are too general. Therefore, in part II, we look for further 
assumptions to restrict the constitutive Eqs. (62). We discuss thermodynamic processes 
on the interface and our main object is concentrated only to such thermodynamic 
processes which do not violate the entropy principle on interfaces. This principle states 
that the production of entropy is greater equal to zero which is physically motivated. In 
Sec. 2 of part II of this paper, we discuss this assumption rigorously and find represen- 
tations for the constitutive equations on the surface as well as for the constitutive 
equations for the bulk phases. Moreover, we obtain surface relations. In Sec. 3, we study 
equilibrium properties in the light of a field theoretical description. Using the field 
equation of momentum we derive diffusion laws on semipermeable interfaces. 
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